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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

Postage stamp is widely consumed in our daily life. In most of the cases, citizens
need to purchase stamps in the post office or the local shop and may even need to
wait in a long queue. This paper provides a stamp recognition system for supporting
auto postage stamp selling machine, in order to convenient citizens and save labor
cost for shops. Both citizens and stamp collectors can benefit from this system. This
recognition system uses image processing is programmed using MATLAB®.
Having scanned different pieces of postage stamps, our system could detect and
recognize which type each piece of postage stamp belongs to. Besides, the
coordinate information of each piece of stamp can be accessed for localization.
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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

There is a long tradition for citizens to purchase and use postage stamps. Many different types
of stamps exist. However, citizens may need to purchase stamps in the post office. Purchasing
stamps in the post office is not always convenient due to the long waiting queue. Moreover, a
post office has its own working hours and may not be open on holidays. In some countries,
postage stamps is available in the local shops. But these shops may not be open 24 hours
neither. Having developed such a postage stamp recognition system, auto stamp selling
machine may be available to be placed in the streets. Hence, it will be more convenient for
citizens to purchase stamps and save labor cost for post offices and shops. On the other hand,
stamp collectors and traders should not be ignored when we are analysing the postage stamp
marketing due to the popularization of the internet. These stamp collectors and traders can
also benefit from our recognition system. Stamp collectors and traders can store their
commemorate stamps into the auto stamp selling machine for trading. Specifically, in the first
stage of our recognition system, having stored and scanned all the pieces of stamps inside the
selling machine, our system may print out a menu for indicating all the stamp ID type number
to the user. Then the user can input the preferable ID type number for choosing. Then our
system can print out the user's preferable stamp. Moreover, it can also be convenient for
international traveler who is interested in postage stamps since the user interface of our
recognition system will be designed in English. This paper provides a fresh view in postage
stamp recognition using image processing in order to support for developing a stamp selling
machine for convenient both citizens and stamp collectors.

It is worth acknowledging the main functions a postage stamp served for. According to
Frank Nuessel and Caterina Cicogna[3], the first and foremost function of postage stamps is
no doubt to serve as receipt for mail delivering. On the other hand, Frank Nuessel and
Caterina Cicogna[3] also pointed out that a postage stamp constitutes as a popular hobby for
virtually anyone from sophisticated collectors to professional investors. Nowadays, these
stamp collectors and investors should not be ignored in terms of analysing stamp trading and
marketing due to the popularization of the electronic mail. Even though there are other types
of stamps, such as meter stamp, the shining of postage stamp will not be overlapped. Because
different pieces of postage stamps with different image patterns tell different stories. The
image information of postage stamps has its own significant meaning since they act as a
special symbolism of a postage stamp. For instance, a postage stamp is used in Italian
curriculum as pedagogical instrument due to its history meaning[3]. Moreover, the postage
stamp served in a similar way as the state flag. Hence, postage stamps act as iconography, is
used by government to inform citizens and promote a sense of nationalism since they model
how the government wish their country to be seen by citizens inside and outside its
boundaries[13]. In Finland, postage stamps act as visual representation, witness the
independence of Finland and the improvement in technology and send these information to
the citizens[10]. Thus, the image information of postage stamp is of great meaning. While on
the other hand, the postage meter and the variable value stamp are lack of the image
information. As a result, the ordinary postage stamp cannot be replaced by the postage meter
and the variable value stamp. Using image processing provides us tools for automatic stamp
recognition.

1.11.11.11.1 AimAimAimAim

In this paper, we aim to develop a postage stamp recognition system in order to provide
support for developing an auto postage stamp selling system so as for convenient both
citizens and stamp collectors. It can also save labor cost for post offices and shops.
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1.21.21.21.2 DelimitationsDelimitationsDelimitationsDelimitations

This work may not recognize and test all different types of postage stamps due to the
limitation of printer settings that we use in this study, types of stamps we can acquire and the
limitation of time we have in this work.

1.31.31.31.3 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

One of the previous researches using color information in recognizing postage stamps was
done by Tajima[15]. The first step is to divide a postage stamp image into several image
portions, which is described by color moment in color space in order to identify stamp
patterns. Since the entire image is described by a set of color portions, feature vector j{} can
be used to describe the entire image color information. Having saved forehand feature vector
k{} of stamp patterns, the distance between feature vector j{} of an incoming unknown stamp
and dictionary feature vector k{} can be calculated as a measurement for recognition.
Tajima[15] also argued that the distance can be calculated as Mahalanobis distance or
Euclidean distance. This algorithm for recognizing postage stamps was also adopt by David
Lemke and Marian S. Stachowicz in their article 'Color Recognition' for recognizing postage
stamps[8]. Besides, Tajima[15] also argued that in Japan, other methods for recognizing
stamp are relied on luminescence of luminescent stamp. However, those methods may
inevitably increase the cost and limit the design of postage stamps.

1.3.11.3.11.3.11.3.1 ColorColorColorColor mmmmodelsodelsodelsodels

It is a truth that the RGB ( Red, Green and Blue ) model is the most commonly used
hardware-oriented color model. Other color models exist as well. For instance, the CMY
( Cyan, Magenta and Yellow ) and the CMYK ( Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black ) color
model are widely used for printers. On the other hand, the color model closely corresponds
with the way as human interprets color is the HSI ( Hue, Saturation and Intensity ) color
model[11]. Moreover, there are other different color models that are developed for different
applications. Thus, choosing a suitable color model for image processing in postage stamp
recognition is of great importance. Even though the HSI color model is closed with the way
human perceives color, the RGB color model is more accurate and straightforward for
computer calculating. Hence, the RGB color model is adopted in this paper.

Besides, according to R.C.Gonzalez and R.E.Woods[11], in order to perform color
image processing in RGB images, color images need to be split into three channels and
filtered separately. In order to observe the filtered color image, these three channels need to
be combined together. Moreover, average color information is commonly calculated for color
measuring.

1.3.21.3.21.3.21.3.2 MorphologicalMorphologicalMorphologicalMorphological operationoperationoperationoperation

As A. Svolos et al[1] argued, shape characterization is one of the most important features
when we are dealing with image analysis and recognition, while mathematical morphological
operations are widely used techniques for dealing with shape analysis. Basic morphological
operations are dilation, erosion, opening and closing. Moreover, the definition of all the other
morphological transformations are based on these two primitive morphological operations:
dilation and erosion[1]. Besides, morphological dilation and erosion are dual operations[2].
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To be specific, we let A, B ∈ Z² be two sets of ordered pairs to represent two binary
images. Translation of a binary image A by vector b(i,j) can be represented as: {x + b ∈ Z²|
x∈A}. Morphological dilation of A by structure element B is defined in Equation 1.

Equation 1

Geometrically, this formula of dilation means the reflection shifting of B by z vector. Then
the intersection of set B and A must not be empty after this reflection shifting of B by z vector.
Here, (B)z means shifting B by z vector.

Additionally, it is worth mentioning that the structure element can greatly affect the output
of the erosion operation[5] . Sample result image of morphological erosion can be observed from
Figure1. In this case, a structure element in size of 13 pixels is adopted. Moreover, the erosion of
A by structure element B is defined in Equation 2.

Equation 2

[11]
Figure 1 Result image of erosion operation

1.3.31.3.31.3.31.3.3 BinaryBinaryBinaryBinary imageimageimageimage

As S.W. Smith[14] argued, one way to eliminate the difficulty raised by identification of
objects in an image is to binarize the image. Every single pixel in binary image is in value of
0 or 1. Sample images of RGB color, Gray and Binary version can be observed from Figure2.
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a) b)

c)
Figure 2: In a) it is Color image; In b) it is Gray image; In c) it is Binary image

As a matter of fact, many important image analysing techniques can only be
performed in binary images. Meanwhile, track and segmentation of objects in binary image is
relatively easier than in color images. The reason is that there are not much irrelevant color
factors in the binary image. Each pixel in a binary image is represented in a value of either 1
or 0. Thus, pixel processing is faster and easier in a binary image than in color image.
Meanwhile, shape analysing in a binary image is easier than in a color image since the edge
boundary lines in binary image can be observed obviously.

1.3.41.3.41.3.41.3.4 ObjectObjectObjectObject segmentationsegmentationsegmentationsegmentation

As G.Padmavathi et al[4] argued:" Image segmentation is a major step for automated object
recognition systems." Object segmentation means the extraction of interesting objects from
background information. Noise and other irrelevant image information are eliminated during
this object segmentation process. Hence, object segmentation is a critical step in image
processing. A well designed recognition system is always begins with accurate detection and
segmentation of interesting object.

In fact, several different object segmentation techniques exist. Among these techniques,
the thresholding technique is widely used. For instance, in the global thresholding process,
the original image is divided into two parts by comparing the intensity values of the pixels
contained inside these two parts with a predefined threshold value T. Then a new threshold
value is computed by calculating the average intensity values of the above two parts. The
above steps are repeated until the difference in T satisfies with some predefined criteria[12].
Another object segmentation technique is edge based image segmentation. Specifically,
different edge detectors can be applied to an image as the first step which is followed by local
thresholding [4].

On the other hand, mathematical morphological operation is also a powerful tool in
image processing for interesting region extraction[9]. For instance, V.Abolghasemi and
A.Ahmadyfard[16] adopted morphological operation to extract vehicle license plate area from
candidate regions. V.Abolghasemi and A.Ahmadyfard made use of the fact that vertical edges
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in a license plate area are more compact comparing with the background areas. In the
algorithm proposed by V.Abolghasemi and A.Ahmadyfard[16], having applied a rectangular
structuring element in the morphological erosion operation, a connected region was obtained.
This connected region indicates the final license plate area, as can be seen in Figure3 and its
corresponding plate area is shown in the gray image ( Figure4 ). Besides, the height and
weight values of the structuring element used in erosion is exactly the same size as the license
plate in order to filter out the candidate license plate areas. A similar technique will be
applied in this paper.

[16]
Figure3 Binary image of license plate area

[16]
Figure4 Gray image of license plate area

Moreover, as can be observed from Figure5, the bounding box is a powerful technique
for object segmentation. To be specific, J.Bruce et al[6] argued that the first step of their
algorithm using the bounding box for object segmentation was to classify all the pixels from
an image into several color classes. As the second step, a run length encoded version of the
image was calculated in order to merge the classified image into connected regions. In the
third step, bounding box, the size and the average color information of the region were
calculated for extracting objects. The bounding box was applied to capture the geometry
information of the interesting object. Meanwhile, average color information was calculated
for describing color features of the interesting object for segmentation purpose. A similar
technique will be adopted in this paper.

[17]
Figure5 The use of Bounding box in object extraction

1.3.51.3.51.3.51.3.5 NoiseNoiseNoiseNoise removalremovalremovalremoval

Noise means unwanted information in an image. As N. Jamil et al argued[9]:" The digital
image acquisition process, which converts an optical image into continuous electrical signal
that is then sampled, is the primary source of noise". Moreover, the overlapping of color
between the foreground and the background is the main reason for the occurring of noise in
binary images[5].
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In fact, two common types of noise are Gaussian noise and Salt & Pepper noise. Noise
needs to be removed properly since it exerts an adverse effect in pattern recognition and
object segmentation process. Different noise removal techniques exist. For example, a low
pass filter is widely applied in removing impulse noise. However, the disadvantage of using a
low pass filter is obviously. Using low pass filter could significantly eliminate noise.
Meanwhile, the original image is also blurred. Detail information will be lost when the image
is blurred. Typical types of low pass filters are the Average filter and the Gaussian filter.

On the other hand, mathematical morphological operations are powerful techniques for
noise removal. Morphological dilation can be applied to fill in holes for edge linking, as can
be seen in Figure6, while morphological erosion can be applied to increase holes, eliminate
boundaries and remove noise. Besides, mathematical morphological operations are particular
useful in removing noise in binary images. These operations have been also widely applied
for handling with impulse noise[9] . However, the problem of morphological dilation is that it
might completely close holes[9].

[9]
Figure6 Sample image of morphological dilation

1.3.61.3.61.3.61.3.6 FeatureFeatureFeatureFeature detectiondetectiondetectiondetection

Feature detection is the most important part in most of the recognition systems. Cross
correlation is a widely used technique for feature detection. Besides, cross correlation belongs
to area based method for feature detection. In fact, there are two major tasks for all the
template matching algorithms. The first task is to detect whether or not the target object is
presented in the original image. The second task is to detect the position of the target object
from the initial image if the target object is presented on the image.

The main procedure of cross correlation is to march the template over the entire image
and calculate the correlation value in the same time. The size of template image t is smaller
than the target image f, as can be observed in Figure7. The calculation of normalized cross
correlation is represented as Equation3.

Equation3.

Where
• f(x,y) represents the intensity value of target image f.

• f
__

u,v represents the mean value of f(x,y) within the area of template image t .

• t
___

denotes the mean of the template.
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[7]
Figure7 Template and target images

Cross correlation is applied for measuring the similarity between a predefined target
object and a given target image. Specifically, a maximum value will occur in the resulting
correlation image if the target object is presented in the image[12]. As a result of applying
cross correlation, the position for best matching can be obtained after the correlation
calculation. It is worth mentioning that different padding techniques can be applied during
this correlation process, as can be observed from Figure8. One widely used padding technique
is zero padding. Additionally, the resulting image after cross correlation is larger than the
initial image. Besides, the difference between correlation and convolution is whether or not
the mask is rotated 180 degree before applying the mask for calculating. Thus in the case of
convolution, the mask is rotated 180 degree before usage.

[7]
Figure8 Padded Image

2222 MethodMethodMethodMethod

This section illustrates the working procedures of our postage stamp recognition system and
how the system is built. We will explain step by step the algorithm that we designed in this
stamp recognition system.

The postage stamp recognition system raised in this paper is programmed using
MATLAB®. In fact, MATLAB® provides variety API for image processing. Hence,
MATLAB® is a powerful software in image processing. Moreover, our recognition system
can recognize stamps with different image patterns automatically. In this recognition system,
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the scanned images are stored in JPEG format. JPEG ( Joint Photographic Experts Group )
is a lossy compression method. Saving images as JPEG format, some image information
may inevitably be lost. However, the information retained in those images stored in JPEG
format is abundant enough for our recognition system.

A scanned A4 size image may contain different types of postage stamps. And these
stamp images may be varied in both shape and color. Hence, fast localization for stamps
from the scanned image and accurate recognition of each piece of stamp are the goals for
designing our algorithm. Image segmentation and image analysis are the major parts of our
recognition program. Figure9 illustrates the working procedures of our recognition system.

Having stored different
types of stamps, system
prints out a menu
indicating user to choose
the preferable stamp.

Having acknowledged the
available types of stamps
stored in the system, user
input the preferable stamp
type ID number.

Recognition system scans
all the pieces of stamps
stored inside the printer.

Recognition system
performs algorithm.

System prints out the
recognition result.

Figure9 The working procedures of stamp recognition system

The main steps of algorithm designed can be observed from Figure10.
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Segmentation and storage of each piece
of stamp from scanned image.

Classify each piece of stamp into a color
group according to its dominat color.

Template
matching
detection.

Area value
calculation.

Recogni
tion
failed.

Final result.

Recogni
tion
failed.

Final result.

Recogni
tin
failed.

Figure10 The structure of algorithm in stamp recognition system

To be specific, an incoming stamp may fall inside a color group after color grouping.
In our recognition system, there are three color groups and six types of stamps, as can be seen
from Figure11. These color groups are Green, Blue and Red color groups. Then the maximum
area value of the connected regions from this stamp image is calculated. Now there are
several different possible solution branches for this stamp image.

Firstly, if the maximum area value of this stamp image does not satisfy any
predefined area value intervals under its corresponding color group, our system will send a
warning message and then check cross correlation for this stamp image. Secondly, if its
maximum area value falls inside a predefined value interval, then the system may set a type
value X for this stamp image. Then two possible solutions exist.

If the typeX defined by maximum area calculation is a type that the system did not
store template for, then typeX is the final recognition result for this piece of stamp. No unique
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shape pattern can be found may be the reason for not being able to find templates for some
types of stamps. The designer of the recognition system knows beforehand which type of
stamps the cross correlation may not work for. However, if this typeX defined by area
calculation is a type that system have stored a template for, and then the system may perform
template matching by checking the corresponding template for typeX.

When designing our recognition system, 14 pieces of stamps ( including all these 6
types of stamps ) were used for observing and analysing. By doing this, I obtained templates
and decided whether a type of stamp can be checked by cross correlation and set a threshold
value for determining the area and correlation value intervals we used for judging which type
the incoming stamp belongs to. And in the case of these 6 types of stamps, I found templates
for all of these 6 types of stamps. So in the case of these 6 types of stamps, cross correlation
can be applied after the area calculation.

2.12.12.12.1 AnalysAnalysAnalysAnalysisisisis ofofofof thethethethe ssssteptepteptepssss ofofofof thethethethe aaaapplicationpplicationpplicationpplication....

The 6 different types of postage stamps are defined separately as type1, type2, type3, type4,
type5 and type6, as can be observed in Figure11.

a) type1 b) type2

c)type3 d) type4
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e)type5 f ) type6
Figure11 Images of six types of stamp

The first major step is named as segmentation and storage of stamps. Having
scanned these 6 different types of stamps in an A4 size paper, we need to store the
coordinate values for each piece of stamp for further processing. Since in binary image, all
the pixels are in values of either zero or one, processing binary images is more efficient
and simpler than color images. Hence, the first step of segmentation and storage of stamps
is to transform the scanned image which contains different types of stamps into a binary
image. In this binarization process, the Otsu's method is adopted. According to
R.C.Gonzalez and R.E.Woods[11], the first step of the Ostu's method is to convert a color
image into a gray image. Then we calculate the binarization threshold value by using this
gray image. As the last step of Otsu's method, a binary version of the original color image
is calculated by using the binarization threshold value. The image after this binarization
process can be seen from Figure12.

Figure12 The result image after binarization

As can be observed from Figure12, there is noise information which is indicated by
red circles. Noise information may exert an adverse effect for the whole segmentation
process. Thus, noise needs to be removed. Moreover, we need to make white pixel regions
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in each piece of stamp regions to be compact in order to apply a bounding box for
segmentation. Thus, morphological operations are needed.

Having experienced several times, I choose firstly to apply the morphological dilate
operation. The purpose for applying morphological dilate operation is to make the white
pixel regions in each piece of stamp image to be connected and compact. As a result, the
noise inside the region of each piece of stamp is removed. However, the morphological
dilate operation may also emphasize and enlarge the noise that falls far from the stamp
regions. Hence, as the second step, all the connected objects with fewer than 2200 pixels in
the binary image after this morphological dilate operation are removed. In order to fill
isolated interior pixels and further on removing noise, morphological fill operation is
applied. The image after these morphological operations can be observed from Figure13.

Figure13 The result image after morphological operations

As can be seen in Figure13, most of the noise is removed and the image
information of each piece of stamp is more compact. Then we label all the connected
components for the binary image after those morphological operations. Having labeled all
the connected components, we calculate the area values for all these labeled components.
By experimenting, I realize that the area values of all the stamp regions are larger than
20000 pixels. Thus, only the labeled regions with area values larger than a threshold value
should be applied with bounding boxes. I set this threshold value to be 17000 pixels.
Additionally, we use a five dimensional array to store the bounding box coordinates for each
piece of stamp region. Having applied this array, coordinate values of each piece of stamp
are bounded with an unique stamp object sequence number for further processing. Thus, we
can use this stamp object sequence number for segmentation of each stamp from a scanned
image.

The next major step of our algorithm designed in this system is color grouping.
Having segmented and stored each piece of stamp in the previous major step, we can
classify each piece of stamp into a color group according to its dominant color. In fact,
dominant color information is a stable property of a stamp image. However, dominant color
information cannot be used to decide directly which type a stamp image belongs to. Because
supposedly there may be more than one piece of stamp images fall inside the same dominant
color group. But color grouping is a critical step in our recognition algorithm since we can
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narrow down the range for further comparison. Hence, after color grouping, we may not
need to compare all the different types of stamps with each other but only the stamps falling
in the same color group. This makes our work more efficient. Besides, there are three steps
of the color grouping algorithm:

• Firstly, we split a stamp image into three channels. Since we are using RGB
color model, each piece of stamp is split into Red, Green and Blue channel
separately.

• Secondly, for the Red, Green and Blue color channels, we calculate the
mean color value. These values are named as meanRed, meanGreen and
meanBlue respectively.

• Thirdly, we find the maximum value between those three color values and
set a flag according to which color value is the maximum value. This flag
value indicates the dominant color of a stamp image.

As can be observed from the following three figures, there are three types of stamp
images belong to the Green color group and two types of stamp images belong to the Blue
color group while one type of stamp image belongs to the Red color group.

a)type1 b) type2

c) type3
Figure 14: Types of stamps belong to the Green group.

d)Type4 e)Type5
Figure 15: Types of stamps belong to the Blue group
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f)Type6
Figure16 : Type of stamp belongs to the Red group

The next major step is area decision. In this area decision process, the maximum
area value from all the connected regions in a stamp image is calculated for stamp image
type decision. Indeed, there are other properties but not only the area value can be calculated
from a stamp image, such as perimeter and metrics values. But having observed and
experienced, perimeter and metrics value cannot be used to distinguish between these 6
types of stamps. Because there are only slight differences in both perimeter values and
metrics values among these different types of stamp image patterns. Hence, perimeter and
metrics values are not stable properties of stamp images and cannot be used in our algorithm
for stamp type decision.

Besides, the area value of the whole stamp image is not stable due to the noise
information. Thus we cannot simply use the area value from the whole stamp image as a
measuring way for stamp type decision. As can be seen in Figure17, the white pixel regions
are not connected. Hence, the area value may not be stable and reliable neither. In order to
obtain a stable area value, we need to let those white pixel regions to be connected and
compact. Making white pixel regions to be connected and compact is also a process for
removing noise. Morphological operations are applied for this purpose. In fact,
morphological opening operation can be applied to eliminate small bridges in binary images.
On the other hand, morphological closing operation can be applied to fill holes in binary
images. Hence, morphological dilate, erode and closing operations are performed. In order
to fill passages for a stamp image, the morphological fill operation is applied followed the
previous operations. Then all the connected objects with less than 10 pixels are removed. As
the last step of these morphological operations, a morphological clean operation is applied
for further removing noise and cleaning. Having labeled all the connected regions for a
stamp image, the area values for all the connected regions are calculated. However, some
image patterns may only have one connected region after the above morphological
operations while there may be many connected regions in some other image patterns. Thus
we find the maximum area value for all the connected regions and use this maximum value
for stamp type decision.

Figure 17 Binary image of stamp in type2
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When we are using the maximum area value in deciding which type a stamp image
belongs to, we need to set some threshold values. These threshold values are used for setting
an interval for stamp type decision. I used 14 pieces of postage stamps, as can be seen in
Figure18, to observe and analyze for setting threshold values. I named this scanned image
contained 14 observe objects as Scanned Image 1.

Figure18 Scanned Image 1

The result of the maximum area value calculations of these 14 observing objects is shown
according to their color group.

Table1: The area result of stamp in type1 from the Green group

Table2: The area result of stamp in type2 from the Green group

Table3: The area result of stamp in type3 from the Green group

Type1 Type1)a Type1)b

Maximum
Area value

16435 13820

Type2 Type2)a Type2)b
Maximum Area value 38070 38319

Type3 Type3)a Type3)b Type3)c
Maximum 34808 34793 34736
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Table4: The area result of stamp in type6 from the Red group

Table5: The area result of stamp in type4 from the Blue group

Table6: The area result of stamp in type5 from the Blue group

For instance, as can be seen, there are two observing objects ( type1)a and type1)b )
from the stamps in type1. For the object named type 1)a, the maximum area value is 16435.
We then add and minus one thousand to this area value. As a result, we get an interval
( 15435,17435 ). In order to set a wider range, we set the interval for type1)a to
be( 15000,18000 ). And this same calculation is done for type1) b so that we get an interval
to be ( 12000,15000 ). Finally, in order to set a wider range, having compared with the
intervals with type1)a and type1)b, the final range for type1 is set to be ( 12000,18000 ). The
calculations followed the same rule are done for other types as well. The result can be seen
in Table7.

Table7: The threshold value interval of area decision

The next major step in our recognition system is cross correlation detection. The
system may perform cross correlation detection under several possible situations. To be
specific, for an incoming stamp image, the system may perform cross correlation detection
when its maximum area value does not fall inside any of the area intervals predefined. Cross
correlation detection means that the system compares all the templates stored in the
corresponding color group as this incoming stamp. For instance, for a stamp image falls
inside the Green color group, the system may compare all the templates stored in the Green
color group as this stamp image. The system will make the final decision only depending on
the correlation result if the cross correlation detection sends a message for indicating which
type this stamp image belongs to. However, if the cross correlation detection does not send a
message for indicating what type this stamp belongs to, the system may send a message for
indicating the recognition of this stamp is failed.

On the other hand, if the maximum area value of an incoming stamp image falls
inside a predefined area interval, then the system may set a type value X for this stamp
image. And if the system has stored a template for this typeX, then cross correlation
detection will be performed for stamp type decision. Two possible situations exist.

Having checked cross correlation for this stamp image, if the cross correlation
detection sends a message for indicating that this stamp image really belongs to typeX, then
the system may decide typeX as the final result. On the other hand, if the cross correlation
detection indicates that this stamp image is not in typeX, then the system may check all the
templates stored in the same color group as this stamp image. Now, two possible decision

Area value

Type6 Type6)a Type6)b
Maximum
Area value

58064 58109

Type4 Type4)a Type4)b Type4)c
Maximum
Area value

4680 3206 4688

Type5 Type5)a Type5)b
Maximum
Area value

84482 84560

Type Area range
Type1 (12000,18000)
Type2 (37000,40000)
Type3 (33000,36000)
Type4 (2000,6000)
Type5 (83000,86000)
Type6 (57000,59000)
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branches exist. If the cross correlation detection indicates this stamp image belongs to typeY,
the system may send a warning message and then change Y to be the final result. However,
if the cross correlation detection does not indicate which type this stamp belongs to, the
system may send a message for indicating our system is failed in recognition for this
incoming stamp image.

Moreover, in this cross correlation detection step, we need to choose and store the
templates for each type of stamp for testing in correlation detection. Observation is needed
for this process. The general rule for choosing the template is to choose the region with a
unique shape. Because the templates we chose are used in template matching using cross
correlation for distinguishing from other types of stamps. Hence, we should avoid choosing
the template which shares the same or very similar shape pattern with other types of stamp
images. Otherwise, this cross correlation algorithm may not be able to distinguish between
those different types of stamps. Moreover, as a matter of fact, cross correlation is performed
in binary image but not in color image. Hence, we should also observe the binary images of
these stamps in order to find the templates with unique shape. After the previous color
grouping step, postage stamp images may be grouped according to its corresponding
dominant color. Thus, we only need to distinguish between the types of stamps from the
same color group in this template matching step. Thus, we need to observe all the stamp
images in the same color group in binary images for choosing its template. The Scanned
Image 1 contains 14 observing objects is used.

After color grouping step, type1, type2 and type3 are classified into the green group.
Type4 and type5 are classified into the blue group. Type6 is classified into the red group.
For the green, blue and red color groups, all the observing objects and its binary images
can be observed in Figure19, Figure20 and Figure21 respectively. The black rectangles
indicate the areas interesting. We intend to choose the interesting areas as templates. In
order to extract the interesting regions, the first step is to check the pixel coordinates. Then
we need to record these coordinate values for the interesting regions.
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Figure19: Color and binary images of stamps in the Green group.

Figure20: Color and binary images of stamps in the Blue group
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Figure21: Color and binary images of stamps in the Red group

As can be seen, the templates chosen are indicated by black rectangles. These
templates have the unique shape patterns from the original images and thus can be used to
distinguish between other patterns in the same color group. In fact, the output of the cross
correlation function is either a numerical value or a ''matrix out of dimension'' exception.
Besides, the correlation result of a perfect matching between a template pattern and a target
image should be a numeral value equal or close to zero. And this perfect matching indicates
that the template and the target image are belonging to the same type. To be specific, if we
apply a template from image type1 and then use it to match with another target image which
is also in type1, then supposedly we should get a result equal or close to a value of zero.
However, if we get a result larger than 200, then we can draw the conclusion that the target
image is not in the same type as the template. However, if we choose the template with no
unique shape pattern but very similar or the same shape pattern with a target image from
another type, then the cross correlation detection may not correctly indicate whether the
template and target belongs to the same type. For instance, a template with very similar
pattern from another type of image can be seen in the black rectangle region in Figure22. If
we are applying the template shown in Figure24)a in cross correlation to map with the target
image in Figure22)b, the resulting numeral value may not be close to zero. Instead, it may
be a number with a very large value.

a) Type1 stamp image b)Type2 stamp image
Figure22: Templates with similar patterns

In fact, when we are using cross correlation detection in template matching, we need
to set a threshold value for deciding whether the target image is in the same type as the
template. Here, 14 pieces of postage stamps named observing objects from Scanned Image
1 are used. To be specific, we take the objects from the blue group as an example. Since we
have grouped type3 and type4 into the blue group, we need to test the cross correlation
result by mapping the template of type1 with the target images in both type3 and type4. By
doing this, we could see the difference between a correct correlation detection and a wrong
correlation detection. Here, a correct correlation detection is defined as applying cross
correlation with the same type of template and target image. On the other hand, a wrong
correlation is defined as applying the cross correlation detection using a template and
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another type of target image. Hence, we can draw a conclusion about judging between type3
and type4. This is also true for other color groups.
For the blue color group, firstly we tried a correct correlation mapping which means we
apply the template in type3 to map with all the target images from type4. The result of this
step can be observed in Table 8.

Table8: The result of correct correlation mapping for type3 template

We get an exception when we are trying a wrong correlation mapping for the template of
type3. This means that we apply the template of type3 to map with all the target images
from type4. Then we try another correct correlation mapping. This time, we apply the
template of type4 to map with the targets from type 4. The result is shown below in Table9.

Table9: The result of correct correlation mapping for the template in type4

Then we try a wrong correlation mapping for the template of type4. Wrong correlation
mapping means we apply the template of type4 with all the target images in type3. The
result is shown below in Table10.

Table10: The result of wrong correlation mapping for the template in type4

For the green group, there are type1, type2 and type3. Firstly, we try a correct correlation
mapping for the template of type1, type2 and type3. The result is shown below in Table11,
Table12 and Table13 respectively.

Table11: The result of correct correlation mapping for the template in type1

Table12: The result of correct correlation mapping for the template in type2

Table13: The result of correct correlation mapping for the template in type3

Template in type3 Target image )a
of type3

Target image )b
of type 3

Target image )c
of type3

Correlation
result

25 0 2

Template in type4 Target image )d
of type4

Target image )e
of type4

Correlation
result

0 9

Template in type4 Target image )a
of type3

Target image )b
of type3

Target image )c
of type3

Correlation result 1068 1285 902

Template in type1 Target image )a
of type1

Target image )b
of type 1

Correlation result 6 11

Template in type2 Target image )c
of type2

Target image )d
of type 2

Correlation result 1 7

Template in type3 Target image )e Target image )f of Target image )g o
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We get 'matrix dimension mismatch exception' when we are applying the wrong correction
mapping for the template of type1, type2 and type3 with all the target images in the green
color group. For the red group, the correlation result of mapping the template of type6 with
all the targets in type6 is shown in Table14.

Table14: The result of correct correlation mapping for the template in type6

As can be seen from the above results for the 14 observing objects, for a correct
correlation mapping, all the results are less than 40. On the other hand, for a wrong
correlation mapping, the results are either larger than 900 or an exception which is needed to
be handled with. Hence, I set the threshold range for judging whether a target image belongs
to the same type as the template to be: [0, 80). This means if we get a result after cross
correlation mapping between the template and a target falls inside the range of [0, 80), then
our recognition system may consider the target image is in the same type as the template.
Otherwise, the recognition system may consider the target image is not in the same type as
the template image.

Moreover, the algorithm for cross correlation implementation contains four major
steps. Since the cross correlation is performed in binary image, the first step is to transform
both the target image and the template image into binary images by using Ostu's method. It
is worth mentioning that we use the same threshold value for turning the target image and
the template image into binary images. By doing this, we can guarantee that this binarization
process will not affect the whole template matching process. As a matter of fact, the cross
correlation function will have its maximum value when there is a matching between the
template image and the target image. Thus, the second step is to find the indices of the
maximum value in the matrix where we store the result of the normalized cross correlation
of the target image and the template image. We use a vector named I to store this indices
value. And we extract the first element from this vector if there are more than one identical
maximum values. Furthermore, the third step is to calculate matrices named y11 and x11
which contain the equivalent row and column subscripts corresponding to the linear index
I(1). The matrices y11 and x11 are used to calculate the coordinates for extracting the expected
template image by adding and minus the size of the template image. The difference between
the template image and the expected template image is that the template image is needed to
be stored beforehand in the system while the expected template image is extracted from the
target image by using the coordinate values calculated from the normalized cross correlation.
Moreover, the expected template image is only calculated in the cross correlation detection
process. The last step is to measure the difference between the expected template image and
the template image. If the difference value falls inside a predefined interval, the system may
decide that the target image is from the same type as the template image.

3333 ResultResultResultResult

This chapter presents the results tested from our application. For now we tested six different
types of postage stamps in our system.

of type 3 type 3 f type 3
Correlation result 0 7 31

Template in type6 Target image )a
of type6

Target image )b
of type6

Correlation result 25 0
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As shown in Figure9, the first stage in our stamp recognition system is to print out a
menu for indicating the user about what type of stamp is available in our system. The
postage value, image pattern and ID type number of each type of stamp is shown in the
menu printed out by our system, as can be observed in Figure22. Then our system prints out
a message for indicating the user to input the preferable stamp type ID number, as can be
observed in Figure 24.

Figure23 The menu system prints out

Figure 24 Message for accepting the user's input

We take postage stamp with ID type number2 as an example. Hence, we are
interested in stamps of type2 in this case and we would like to check if our system performs
a correct recognition. The expected result is that our system successfully finds and prints out
all the stamp images belong to type2. Thus we input ‘2’ to the command window. The
system accepts this ID type number and then performs the algorithm. As we illustrated in
the previous chapters, the first step is to extract and store each piece of stamp image from
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the scanned image. The result image of this step is shown in Figure25. As can be observed
from Figure26, there are two pieces of stamps belong to type2.

Figure25 Result image for segmentation
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Figure26 The scanned image

And then our system prints out all the postage stamp images of type2. In this testing run,
the system successfully printed two pieces of type2 stamp images. The result images of these
two pieces of images can be seen in Figure27. Moreover, the coordinate information about
where these two pieces of stamp images are located in the scanned image can be checked. It is
worth mentioning that the coordinate information is as important as the recognition result.
Because the stamp selling machine may need to cut the stamps after executing the recognition.

Figure 27 Result images of stamps in type2

The result for all the testing we run can be observed from Table15.
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Table15 Testing result

As can be seen, the recognition result is very satisfying. We are inspired by this result.
It is true that all of the postage stamps are scanned under similar light condition. And it is
supposed to be one of the reasons for this high success rate.

4444 DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion

The testing result of our system is very satisfying. All the pieces of stamps are scanned under
similar light conditions. This may supposed to be one of the reasons for this satisfying success
rate. Besides, as can be observed from the result showed in table15, all the warnings happens
to the postage stamps of type1 and type6. A warning message means that the results of the
area decision and the cross correlation detection are not consistent. And since our system
successfully recognizes all the stamps in type1 and type6, we can draw the conclusion that the
area decision for these two types of stamps does not work properly. This is because the
maximum area values of these two types of stamps are not always stable. Hence, we
acknowledge that the maximum area value is not always stable to all the different stamp
image patterns. On the other hand, it is also true that for some postage stamps with simple
image patterns, a template with unique shape pattern may not be found. Hence, as we argued
in the previous chapter, cross correlation cannot be applied to all types of stamps. Thus, as the
algorithm we designed, when we come to the situation that cross correlation cannot be
applied, the system may highly depend on area decision for making the final recognition
decision. Hence, as we can imagine, the system may not work properly for a stamp image
with not stable maximum area value and simple shape pattern. This is a drawback of our
algorithm in this postage stamp recognition system. We can be able for acknowledging
beforehand what type of stamp image pattern belongs to this situation that our system may
not work for through a careful observation and analysis from a range of observing objects.
Postage stamp recognition is very challenge due to the abundant image patterns of the postage
stamps. However, I am confident to improve the algorithm to overcome the above problems
in future research.

5555 ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

This paper proposes an algorithm for recognizing postage stamps using image processing to
provide support for developing an auto postage stamp selling system. In the algorithm we
designed, mean color information of postage stamp is applied for classifying each individual
stamp into its corresponding color group. Having classified the stamp image into a
corresponding color group, the maximum area value is calculated and template matching is

Type 1 2 3 4 5 6
Quantity 5 5 6 6 4 4
Success 5 5 6 6 4 4
Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0
Warning 3 0 0 0 0 2
Success
Accuracy
(%)

100 100 100 100 100 100
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performed for stamp type decision.
The experiment result shows that our algorithm designed based on image processing

has a high success rate. However, there are some limitations in our system. For instance, if we
scanned the postage stamp under severe different light conditions, this system may not work
properly. In the future, I am confident to improve our algorithm to overcome the limitations. I
think finding and applying more descriptors but not only the maximum area value may
suppose to be one of the solutions.
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